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Winter is now behind us. Besides fantastic wintertime experiences, the season also brought with it change to our company 
DIRECT ALPINE, nestled in its mountain valley just outside Liberec. The winter saw the long-prepared for change in the 
role of executive director, after Radek decided to step back from managing the company and spend more time doing his 
own thing. 
When Radek asked me if I’d be interested taking on his role at DIRECT ALPINE, I accepted the offer almost instinctively. 
When I think about it now, with a little more hindsight, the whole thing confirms my belief that if – at the back of his or her 
mind – someone really dreams about achieving something, then fate will guide them, sooner or later, to that objective.

I’ve known Radek for ages. We go back to the time before DIRECT ALPINE started 
up over 20 years ago, and in those intervening decades we’ve been on a few 
mountain trips together. Of these I would single out the one that lodges 
deepest in the memory – West Buttress on Denali. Here we tested the 
prototype jacket Guide, in anorak form. 

I always liked and admired his enthusiasm for even the slightest 
detail in clothing. His childlike joy for every new product 

convinced me with ever greater certainty that his products were the ones 
to use. And from a distance I’ve enjoyed following his success.

Here, I’d like to share one story with you. About 10 years ago, during 
my time in the States, one winter weekend I decided to set off on 
a two-day trek along the banks of Lake Superior on the Canadian 
border. You don’t tend to meet many people out there in winter, so 
with a day’s hike behind me I was surprised to meet two people. My 
surprise was even greater when we stopped to chat: the pair of them 
were entirely decked out in DIRECT ALPINE gear. As we got talking, it turned 
out that both were Czechs who’d been living in the States for a few decades. 
Despite the fact that the US outdoor market is strongly influenced by local 
brands, this couple had opted for a Czech producer. And what’s more, from a 
friend’s company based in my own hometown. As you can tell, I was rather proud 
of the fact.
They told me that they were highly satisfied with the clothing, and that it was a pity that the company was not represented 
in the USA. Which is when I realized just how astonishing had been Radek’s and his team’s progress: from a local little 
workshop to a company manufacturing products that could be seen far beyond the borders of the Czech Republic. 

COLLECTION SUMMER 2019 – INTRODUCTION
„Change is life“

Radek Novacek, founder & designer,
Mt. McKinley
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Which brings us back to the present, and indeed the future.
I accepted the job at DIRECT ALPINE for two reasons.

First – to work in a field that is my own hobby, with people who I 
know from the rocks and the hills.

Second – to contribute to the development of the DIRECT ALPINE 
brand, so that I can meet people wearing our super gear more and 
more often and in ever more remote locations.

I want our brand to maximize its potential. So that you, our 
customers can grow and enjoy success with it. I truly believe that 
with us you’re about to take a significant step forward. We’re 
going to spend a lot more energy on harmonizing the collection’s 
colour scheme. And we’ll be focusing much more on sales support. 
We’re going to maximize our sales and marketing activities in both 
existing as well as new markets and territories. In short, we’re 
taking a path that symbolizes everything the company stands for: 
uncompromising and straight to the summit – not just in terms 
of product quality, but also in co-ordinating the collection and in 
sales.

I wish you many successes with our new collection, and from 
now on you can look forward to great strides forward with each 
coming season.

Most of all, I wish you personally a great time this summer – 
outdoors in the wild. I hope you have a lot of adventures fulfilling 
your dreams out on the crags, mountains and wherever the 
summer finds you. You never know, maybe we’ll bump into one 
another on the way. 

Yours, Jiří Doubrava

Petr „Špek“ Slanina,
D.A. Test Team

Jiri Doubrava,
Direct Alpine - CEO
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The Mountain Top Serie of technical models is intended  

for demanding activities in mountain conditions, for expeditions  

and for other extreme activities. During the development of this 

clothing we stress maximum utility value, comfort of movement  

and protection of the user. We use the latest technology  

and cutting-edge components, and we carefully select intelligent, 

multifunctional materials which guarantee excellent properties 

and parameters even at relatively low weights. We focus maximum 

attention on the overall processing of the models and their cut. 

The characteristic traits of this range are the technical design, 

functional accessories, details for the given use and practical colours. 

For our customers the products of the Mountain Top Serie represent 

their assurance in the mountains, on expeditions, on cliffs or for 

regular outdoor use. They know that they can always rely on them!

The Mountain Top Serie represents the traditional values  

of the brand DIRECTALPINE – uncompromising quality, 

functionality and reliability.
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guide

  black / anthracite          red / anthracite          blue / anthr. / gold          blue / blue / gold               gold / blue                     green / blue
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  limited edition

material: weight: 416 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS HB - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: GELANOTS - 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PES
Reinforced shoulders, chest pocket, back, rims of sleeves and collar: 
GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

This top quality protective jacket for the most demanding exertions 
has been given an adjusted cut and a more resistant material used 
for the collar and cuffs to give it a longer user life. Guide is the ideal 
jacket for mountaineering, hiking and alpine skiing. It has minimal 
weight and, at the same time, the durability of classic hardshell. 
The combination of resistant materials, minimal weight, precise 
anatomically-fitting cut, a range of technical details and the use of 
modern technology makes this the ideal functional back-up jacket 
that will never let you down.  Assuredness, comfort and protection 
against inclement weather for all your adventures in the wild.

•	 Tested by mountain rescuers..

Uses materials with 
wonderful breathability.

Anatomically shaped sleeves with adjustable, 
reinforced cuffs.

 Shaped bottom edge for comfortable leg 
movement, extended rear part.

Central two-way zip 
with protective inner 

hem.

Side vents which are easily reachable even when wearing 
a backpack, zips extending into the front part giving 

access to base layer pockets.

Stiff hood with multidirectional adjustment 
which can be pulled over a helmet.

Raised front collar to protect the face, ventilation openings, 
an asymmetrical central zip which doesn‘t touch the face, 

the unzipped insert can be secured (by magnets) to the 
inside of the hood.

Reinforced front collar, shoulders, rear part, cuffs.

Large bellows front pocket, one inner zip pocket, 
an additional pocket on the sleeve with a space for 

a	Recco	signal	reflector.

Back part elasticated at the waist 
to	make	it	more	figure	hugging	at	

the back.
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guide lady

                   black                                   red                                    blue                                   gold

material: weight: 340 g (M)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS HB - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: GELANOTS - 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PES 
100% sealed seams

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

GUIDE LADY is the top quality technical jacket every woman should have; 
a clear choice for trips to the mountains, alpine skiing or demanding treks. 
The main features of this model are minimal weight, great packability 
and, at the same time, as long-lasting and robust as a classic three-layer 
hardshell. The wonderful parameters of the membrane and backed seams 
keeps it waterproof. The jacket has a precise, anatomically fitting cut, a 
range of technical details and makes use of modern technology. All this 
makes it a top quality mountain jacket even for extreme conditions. A 
model for the active woman who lives for the outdoors and wants to feel 
good in every kind of weather.

Firm hood with multidirectional adjustment, 
can be pulled over a helmet.

Shaped collar front, an asymmetrical central zip which 
doesn‘t touch the face, the unzipped insert can be 

secured (by magnets) to the inside of the hood.

Central two-way zip with 
an inner protective hem.

Two large front pockets, one inner zip pocket, an additional 
pocket	on	the	sleeve	to	hold	a	Recco	signal	reflector	
(a device to aid mountain rescue searchers in case of 

avalanche).

Side vents easily accessible even when wearing a backpack. 
Zips extending into the front panel giving access to pockets 

in the base layer.

Uses materials with 
wonderful breathability.

Anatomically shaped 
sleeves with adjustable 

cuffs.

Extended rear part.

YKK zips.

Packed jacket.
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material: weight: 341 g (L)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES),  
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric	is	ceritified	as	bluesign®	approved.

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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    black greyblue / blue blue / greyblue green / blue
    (limited edition)

midi dru

material: weight: 470 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated DERMIZAX    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: DERMIZAX - 20.000 mm H2O / 8.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PAD
Reinforcements: Kevlar 87 % PAD + 13 % aramid (PAD)
100% sealed seams

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)

Very lightweight upper reserve pants with excellent 
compressibility. A high quality functional 3-layer laminate 
with the weight of a two and a half layer one, with 
significantly higher lifespan and resilience. Comfortable 
and stretchy material. Technical treatment and details 
allowing year-round seasonal use. Ideal reserve pants for 
mountain hiking, mountain climbing, ski touring and all 
outdoor activities.

A very light universal jacket intended for all mountain, climbing and any other 
outdoor activities. The anatomically well-designed cut and stretchiness ensures 
the user maximum comfort. The used material (Cordura) ensures sufficient 
protection against the wind and also ensures mechanical resilience and long 
lifespan of this jacket. Low weight, good packability, excellent permeability. The 
ideal choice for climbers, alpinists or outdoor enthusiasts and for everyday use. 

Fly with water-repellent zip 
with two way sliders.

Extended rear 
part.

Inner side of knees reinforced 
with wear-resistant fabric.

Lower edge of legs with circumference regulation, 
sufficiently	wide	to	fit	even	over	ski	boots,	with	

additional securing hook for clipping the lower part 
onto laces.

Water-repellent side zips asymmetrically 
moved to the rear parts (elimination of damage) 

allowing ventilation and, most importantly, 
allowing the pants to be put on over boots 

(including ski boots).

One zip pocket which also serves as 
a practical transport pocket when 

the pants are rolled up.

Comfortable elastic waistband 
with possibility to use belt, 

clip-on braces. Possibility of easy stowage in 
hood and attachment to harness 

or backpack.

Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, 
Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® 
(for moisture removal) + Cordura (for 
abrasion-resistance and durability), 

partial resistance against water and wind.

Anatomically shaped sleeves 
terminated with elastic trim with 
possibility of pulling over wrist, 

thumb hole.

Two roomy side zip pockets located 
higher for accessibility with backpack 

waist strap, one practical chest 
pocket.

Shaped collar with simple, functional 
and practical connecting hood. The 
hood does not restrict your view or 
movement at all, can even be used 

very well under a helmet.

The asymmetrical zip does 
not go up to the face.

One-handed 
drawing of 

shaped lower 
edge.

Packed pants.
(in zip pocket)

cut, design

„On Gash I took with me things from Direct that I know and use, and I knew 
they wouldn‘t disappoint in any situation...  I tell you, on the Gash these pants 

really surprised me! I originally wanted to do the whole route in classic 
DEVIL ALPINEs but then I decided to try and cut down on weight and save a 

few grams. So I plumped for MIDI. I really put them through the mill but they 
stood the test!! To tell you the truth, I was very surprised at how much they 
stood up to and how well they are cut (which, for that matter, all your pants 
are). Yeah, they picked up a small hole from crampons. I was pretty tough on 
them, but then again, as always, it only costs a few crowns to repair them, 

doesn‘t it? MIDI were the biggest positive surprise of the trip when it comes to 
equipment. A big thank-you for these great pants!”

Tested by mountain guide (UIAGM) Zdeňek Hák on the  
SATISFACTION -GASHERBRUM I expedition. 
Háček says:
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material: weight: 341 g (L)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES),  
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric	is	ceritified	as	bluesign®	approved.

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 315 g (L)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric	is	ceritified	as	bluesign®	approved.

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short
greyblue / black: 
M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 280 g (M)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric	is	ceritified	as	bluesign®	approved.

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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        black                black / rose         blue / rose        green / rose        black               greyblue /          greyblue /             blue /            green / blue
                                     black                     gold                 greyblue        (limited edition)

cruise cruise lady
Light technical trousers for universal use (trekking, climbing, hiking, biking, city). 
Accurate, comfortable cut fits snugly and excellently copies the body shape. 
The fabrics used are highly elastic, durable and light-weight; treated for 
quickdrying. Comfortable and light for universal wear.

Light technical trousers for universal use (trekking, climbing, hiking, biking, city). Accurate, comfortable cut fits 
snugly and excellently copies the body shape. The fabrics used are highly elastic, durable and light-weight; 
treated for quickdrying. Comfortable and light for universal wear.

Two front pockets and one 
side pocket with zip.

Simple	free	finish	to	
trouser-leg bottoms - 

easy to adjust.

Reinforced waistband, 
adjustable belt with clasp.

Contrasting 
stitching.

Shaped knees. 

Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, 
Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® 
(for moisture removal) + Cordura (for 
abrasion-resistance and durability), 

partial resistance against water and wind.

Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, 
Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® 
(for moisture removal) + Cordura (for 
abrasion-resistance and durability), 

partial resistance against water and wind.

Two front pockets and one 
side pocket with zip.

Reinforced waistband, 
adjustable belt with clasp.

Shaped knees. 

Simple	free	finish	to	
trouser-leg bottoms - 

easy to adjust.
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cruise tech

material: weight: 350 g (L)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES),
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric	is	ceritified	as	bluesign®	approved.
Knees, back part: high strenght functional fabric
78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

       greyblue /              blue /                green /
           black                darkgrey                blue

Elasticated waist, adjustable belt 
with buckle.

Elasticated insert in the leg 
cuff.

Two front pockets and one larger 
zip-pocket on the thigh.

Reflective	elements	and	stitching	
for nighttime visibility.

Shaped knee 
parts.

The precise, comfortable cut fits perfectly and copies 
the curves of the body. These pants give increased 
freedom of movement due to the fitted gusset. They are 
made from a superb material (elastic Cordura) with high 
flexibility, outstanding wear resistance and low weight 
supplemented with a strong, elastic material with an inner 
Coolmax layer on the knees and seat. An elastic insert in 
the lower part of the leg allows these pants to be pulled 
over climbing or ski-alpine boots. This increases the 
functionality of the pants and makes them suitable for 
all-year-round use.

Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, 
Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® 
(for moisture removal) + Cordura (for 
abrasion-resistance and durability), 

partial resistance against water and wind.
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material: weight: 245 g (L)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric is ceritified as bluesign® approved.

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 210 g (L)

Base: Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Fabric is ceritified as bluesign® approved.

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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           greyblue /              greyblue /                  blue /               green / blue
               black                         gold                      darkgrey         (limited edition)

 black                       greyblue / black               blue / black                green / blue
                                                                                                                                  (limited edition)

cruise shortcruise ¾
Attractively designed 3/4 capri pants for all-round use (trekking, 
hiking, cycling or around town). They have a modern asymmetrical 
design and close fitting cut that fits perfectly to the contours of your 
body to give perfect comfort. Made from an outstanding material 
(elastic Cordura) with high flexibility, wonderful durability and 
low weight, these light technically designed pants with a specially 
developed cut are recommended both for mountain conditions and for 
all outdoor activities and everyday wear.

Technical light shorts for universal use, especially in the summer 
mountains during trekking, climbing and hiking. 

Reinforced waist, adjustable belt 
with buckle.

Loose simple end of bottom 
edge of legs.

Two front pockets and one 
side zip pocket. 

Contrasting backstitching 
of trousers.

Reinforced waistband, 
adjustable belt with clasp.

Pleasant length, 
above the knees.

Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, 
Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® 
(for moisture removal) + Cordura (for 
abrasion-resistance and durability), 

partial resistance against water and wind.

Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, 
Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® 
(for moisture removal) + Cordura (for 
abrasion-resistance and durability), 

partial resistance against water and wind.

Shaped knees. 

Two front pockets and one 
side zip pocket. 

Loose simple end of bottom 
edge of legs.
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material:
weight: men: 490 g (L)

lady: 400 g (M)

A -  Base, Knees and back: 23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % Thermolite® (PES) + 9 % PUR
B -  Cordura® WBL system - 46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), 

DWR	finish	(PFOA	free,	ECO	Friendly)
C -  functional fabric 86 % PAD + 14 % PUR (235 g/m2)
D -  Knee, ankle support: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: men: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short
blue: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

lady: XS, S, M, L, XL
black: S-short, M-short, L-short, XL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT) 
lady (REGULAR FIT)
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cascade plus cascade lady

       black          darkgrey        greyblue              red                  blue          blue / green
                                                                                                                              (limited edition)

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

Comfortable waist, belt 
adjustment.

Two front and one side 
pocket (accessible even when 

wearing harness).

•	 The basic mixed textile Cordura completed on the inside 
with combed polyester (warm and moisture absorbent).

•	 Accessory materials – thin Cordura and elastic combed 
knitwear.

Trousers with bottom edge regulation, 
covered side zipper and elastic wedge 

forcomfortable pulling over trekking boots.

Abrasion-resistant material 
on knees and bottom rims.

Bottom rim adjustment, side zip and elastic 
gusset. Hook for fastening to boots.

Fly with two-way zip.

Elastic seam technology.

Safety	reflexive	accessories	
and strips..

Very comfortable, well-designed year-round trousers for the widest range of outdoor activities. Completely universal trousers, can be used very well for trekking, mountain climbing, 
climbing, hiking, cycling or everyday wear. They have long been a popular model, in particular because of the great and effective combination of functional materials and very well designed 
comfortable cut. Thanks to the combed bottom (inside) side of the basic parts ideal for whole year. Anatomically exact cut for unlimited mobility. Used fabrics with high elasticity and 
resistance. Hybrid combination of materials with fast-dry (vapour transportation) and thermo-insulating adjustment (maintaining body temperature). 

Cordura WBL

Functional fabric /
breathability

Cordura + Thermolite

• CASCADE + CASCADE LADY tested and used by 
professional Czech mountain guides, member 
of UIAGM.

       black          black / rose         red                 

Cordura + Thermolite

Functional fabric /
breathability

Cordura WBL

Reinfor-
cement

Reinfor-
cement
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cascade light

material: weight: 355 g (L)

A -  Base, Knees and back: High strenght functional fabric 78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR)
B -  Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric 46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES)  

+ 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
C - functional fabric 100% PES, 190 g/m2

D - Ankle support - 100% PAD

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

black         darkgrey      greyblue           red               blue       blue / green 
                                                                                                          (limited edition)    

A

B

C

D

A lighter version of our most successful technical pants, 
Cascade Plus with a new improved design. Ideal for universal 
use. Thanks to the hybrid combination of lighter functional 
materials these are intended mainly for summer wear. They 
are very suitable for climbing, mountaineering and for most 
outdoor activities. The leg endings have zips and elastic 
inserts allowing them to be pulled over climbing boots or 
ski-alpine boots. The anatomically precise cut gives unlimited 
movement. Treated fibers for quick drying, high flexibility and 
functionality ensure both user comfort and long user life.

Comfortable waist with 
adjustable belt and buckle.

Two front pockets and 
one larger hip pocket 

easily accessible even in 
a harness.

A	basic	fiber	mix	supplemented	
with a polyester lining to wick 

away moisture.

Supplementary material – light 
Cordura and an elastic, airy 

knitted fabric.

Side zips and elasticated inserts 
allow the leg endings to be widened 

so that they can be comfortable 
pulled over boots.

Uses elastic seam 
technology.

Reflexive	safety	
elements for nighttime 

visibility.

Leg endings reinforced with 
wear-resistant	fibers.

Reinforcement

Functional fabric /
breathability

Cordura WBL

CASCADE PLUS
blue

High strenght
functional fabric
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material: weight: 118 g (M)

100% Merino Wool (Sudwolle):
150 g/m2,	special	anti-twisting	yarn,		18	µm

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 148 g (L)

100% Merino Wool (Sudwolle):
150 g/m2,	special	anti-twisting	yarn,	18	µm

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

furry furry lady

       black                                      black                              petrol / black                           petrol                          blue / anthracite
      (logo)                                    (brand)                                 (brand)                                (brand)                                 (activity)

   black / anthracite                   black / red                              petrol                                      rose
   

A new women’s functional T-shirt made from extremely light, high-quality 100% merino 
yarn. A superbly fitting sports cut, together with a snug, pleasant-to-the-touch material, 
guarantees comfort when worn in daily life and high up in the mountains. This natural 
material, which feels absolutely great, supports the skin’s natural microclimate and 
ensures sweat is wicked away from the body. In short, it’s the ideal functional T-shirt 
for all outdoor and mountain activities, including long mountain ascents with maximum 
wear and tear. It even performs brilliantly during changeable weather.

100% natural material.

100% natural material.

Side panels made from 
a single piece for better 

arm movement.

Flat elastic seams.

Elasticated 
seams.

Anatomically shaped, 
comfortable cut.

Comfortable, anatomical 
cut.

Raglan sleeves.

Striking graphic 
elements marking 
it out as part of the 

Mountain Top series. 

Compelling women’s 
printed designs.

A functional sports vest made from a light, high-quality 100% merino 
wool knit. A pleasant natural fiber material. The tried and tested 
sports cut together with this soft material guarantees comfortable 
wear both for everyday wear or on long mountain treks and high 
exertion activities even in changeable wind conditions.
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For many seasons now we have been developing products  
of the Outdoor Active serie for the broader outdoor public.

These are reliable models for everyday outdoor events. 
But as a result of the quality of the materials and careful 
workmanship, they can also be used under the most 
demanding conditions.

The casual and very comfortable cuts and naturally also 
the use of high-quality functional materials guarantees the 
customer excellent comfort both for the regular outdoors 
and during everyday wear. We pay great attention to the 
design of the cut and all the details.

The common trait of the models from this series is great 
value for invested money.

The models of the Outdoor Active Serie are distinguished by 
their imaginative, creative design with technical elements 
and well-designed details. The colours and details are 
based on current trends.

For this series our customers always appreciate the typical 
merits of DIRECT ALPINE brand products, mainly pure utility, 
quality and perfect workmanship.
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talung

                        black                                     petrol

material: weight: 386 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated DERMIZAX
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - membrane: DERMIZAX - 20.000 mm H2O / 8.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer - inner: 100% PAD 
Reinforced shoulders, chest pocket and back: 
GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

16

A practical reserve jacket for most normal outdoor activities based 
upon our most successful hardshell jacket, Guide. It‘s made from 
a light triple-layer material giving excellent protection against 
water penetration while allowing humidity out. The adjustable 
hood is precisely cut with a peak. The shoulder and side panels are 
reinforced for increased protection against mechanical damage. 
The two main side zip pockets are easily accessible even with 
the tummy strap of your backpack fastened or when wearing 
a harness. In addition there is a spacious breast pocket. The 
anatomically shaped sleeves have easy-to-use zip vents in the 
back section. Thanks to the elasticated waist the jacket adapts 
wonderfully to your base-layer of clothing. The bottom edge of the 
jacket is anatomically shaped for maximum comfort and is fitted 
with a drawstring which can be tightened with one hand.

Stiffened hood with adjustment. 

Ventilation openings in 
the back 

of the sleeves, easily 
reachable even when 
wearing a backpack.

Extended back 
section.

Easily accessible side 
pockets, one spacious 

breast pocket.

Adjustable strap in the rear panel          
(for a closer fit to the back).

Anatomically shaped sleeves; 
adjustable cuff opening.
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talung lady

                        black                                     petrol

material: weight: 318 g (M)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated DERMIZAX
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - membrane: DERMIZAX - 20.000 mm H2O / 8.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer - inner: 100% PAD 
100% sealed seams

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

17

A new addition to our collection! A ladies’ version of our highly 
acclaimed Talung hardshell hiking jacket. This practical waterproof 
jacket has a simple construction but, thanks to its carefully worked 
cut, it fits perfectly. It offers the wearer wonderful comfort as 
well as great protection from inclement weather. The precisely 
cut peaked hood and two-directional adjustment won’t limit your 
view. Two roomy main zip pockets along with with one breast 
pocket and one inside pocket are sufficient to carry everything you 
need. The jacket has an extended cut to give extra protection. The 
decorative stitching around the pockets, in the bottom hem and 
cuff endings underlines the feminine appearance of this model. 
This is an ideal jacket, not just for hiking and medium strenuous 
activities in the mountains but also for everyday casual wear.

Anatomically shaped, well-
fitting adjustable hood.

High, protective, 
below- the-chin collar.

Two main zip pockets, one zipped breast 
pocket and zipped inside pocket.

Attractive decorative 
stitching and details.

Simple drawstring on the 
bottom edge of the jacket.
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cliff spike

          anthracite / black          petrol                          red                   green / petrol

material: weight: 335 g (L)

Abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 230 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Armpit panels: functional fabric
100% PES, 190 g/m2

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

black / anthracite           red / anthracite             petrol / black

Outdoor summer jacket made from thin barrier softshell. A comfortable stretch 
material, sufficiently resistant against wind and with good mechanical resistance 
and high breathability. The  comfortable cut of this jacket makes it ideal for the 
widest range of outdoor and recreational activities. Use it out hiking, cycling or 
even for normal everyday street wear.

New! The light, highly-packable Spike vest is the essential companion for any 
sportsperson, hiker or traveler. The time proven elastic material, Swing Cool protects 
the central part of the body against wind and, at the same time, thanks to its high 
breathability, also keeps you dry. The precise fitting cut of the jacket and elasticated 
underarm parts adapt to your base layer clothing, so do not limit movement. The Spike 
vest can be used for all aerobic activities throughout the year – cycling, in-line skating, 
running, hiking, climbing or even alpine or cross-country skiing.

Adjustable collar.

Two side zip pockets, 
one breast pocket.

Anatomically shaped 
bottom edge. 

Elasticated armholes.

Two main zip pockets, 
one zipped breast pocket.

Collar made from a pleasant 
elasticated material.

Flexible and breathable 
material under the arms. 

Reflective stitching on the 
breast and side pockets.

Simple drawstring on the 
bottom edge.
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badile badile lady

              black /       darkgrey /          red / 
              black               black              black

              black /     darkgrey /       red / 
              black            black             black

material: weight: 230 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Armpit panels: functional fabric
100% PES, 190 g/m2

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 485 g (L)

Base: high strenght functional fabric 
78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR) 
Knees, back parts: abrasion resistant fabric 
23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % PES + 9 % PUR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
darkgrey / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 390 g (M)

Base: high strenght functional fabric 
78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR) 
Knees, back parts: abrasion resistant fabric 
23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % PES + 9 % PUR 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

19

Popular pants for all-year-round use. Ideal pants for mountain hiking, mountain climbing, hiking, ski alpinism and all outdoor activities. Fitting anatomical cut. Highly elastic and resistant fabrics. Hybrid combination 
of materials with fast-dry (vapour transportation) and thermo-insulating adjustment (increasing body temperature). Design allows omitting and repositioning of some seams to eliminate their possible damage. 
These have long been DIRECTALPINE‘s bestselling technically designed pants. Very popular and a proven favorite, our customers fittingly refer to them as a “second skin”. 

• BADILE + BADILE LADY Used by mountain rescues service:

Partially elastic waist 
adjustable with a belt  

and buckle.

Two front pockets and 
one side pocket, easily 
accessible even when 

wearing 
a harness.

Main fabric together  
with Coolmax® yarn 

(vapour transportation).

Simple leg ends for stretching over 
boots (maybe even over ski boots).

Elastic seam technology.

Shaped knees and back sitting 
section made of abrasion-resistant 

fabric Cordura with Thermolite® 
(insulation fabric). 

Partially elastic waist 
adjustable with a belt  

and buckle.

Two front pockets and one side 
pocket, easily accessible even when 

wearing a harness.

Simple leg ends for stretching over boots 
(maybe even over ski boots).

Shaped knees and back sitting 
section made of abrasion-resistant 

fabric Cordura with Thermolite® 
(insulation fabric). 

Main fabric together with 
Coolmax® yarn (vapour 

ransportation).

Elastic seam technology.
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gavia eira lady

material: weight: 375 g (L)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 301 g (M)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (SPORT FIT)

                black                        black / petrol                  petrol / blue                 petrol / green                 petrol / gold        black / black                    blue / petrol                   rose / petrol                   rose / green                      gold / rose

Light ladies’ sweatshirt made of soft, functional, highly stretchy 
material. Close-fitting, precise cut. Great model for all customers 
who need a simple universal jacket or sweatshirt for year-round 
use, for regular wear, all outdoor activities and the most demanding 
use in the mountains. Attractive design with asymmetric colour 
scheme.

Universal sports jacket for increasing thermal comfort, suitable 
as a second layer. Soft, very stretchy material. The close-fitting 
anatomically precise cut does not restrict movement. Attractive 
design with asymmetric colour scheme. An ideal and universal jacket 
for year-round use, suitable both for regular wear and for all outdoor 
activities and the most demanding events in the mountains.

Flat, elastic seams.

Anatomically shaped side parts.

Shaped lower edge, 
longer at the back. 

Higher, close-fitting collar. 

Two front zip pockets, chest 
zip pocket. 

In-collar hood.

Two side pockets.

Longer back part.

Anatomically shaped 
side parts.

Flat, elastic seams.
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tonale

material: weight: 311 g (L)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

                black                          blue / petrol                green / petrol                 gold / petrol

Pullover for higher thermal comfort. 
Suitable as a second layer. Soft, 
high-stretch material. Close-fitting, 
anatomically accurate cut which does not 
restrict movement. Attractive design with 
asymmetric colour scheme. 

Flat, elastic seams.

Anatomic cut of sides for free 
arm movement.

Shaped lower edge, 
longer at the back.

Shaped close-fitting collar.

Sufficiently large 
chest zip pocket.

• Tonale pullover used by: 
Mountain Rescue Czech Republic.
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mountainer tech

            anthracite /        black /             petrol /            petrol /            green / 
                  black               petrol              greyblue           black                petrol      

22

mountainer

                 black /         greyblue /           grey /           brown /    
                 black                black                 black               black               

material: weight: 640 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric
60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced 
ingredients by weight  
Reinforcements (knees, back, bottom rims):
Cordura® 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
greyblue / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 470 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR 
Reinforcements (knees, back, bottom rims): abrasion resistant fabric 
60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), DuPontTM 
Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
anthr. / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

After the success of the model Mountainer we are expanding our range 
of best-selling pants Mountainer with a new model. It is based on a very 
demanded classic concept of reinforced knees and back part. Newly used 
highly functional and stretch materials guarantee high comfort and weight 
savings in particular. It determines them as the perfect pants for a wide 
range of outdoor activities such as hiking, including mountaineering, but also 
for casual wear. Great ratio of comfort, extremely long life and value to the 
price. The maximum value for a good price, pants on years of use.

Legendary pants with a new, improved design. Along with the trousers 
PATROL, over the long term these are the best selling DIRECTALPINE 
trousers and have the best customer rating. Strong, highly resilient 
and comfortable trousers with technical additions. The stretch 
material used ensures comfortable wear. The ideal universal trousers 
for the widest range of outdoor activities and regular wear. A great 
ratio of comfort, very long life and user value to price. Maximum value 
for a good price, trousers for many years.

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Loops for clipping 
braces on.

Fly with two two-way zips.

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Two zip pockets, one 
additional zip pocket on 

thigh, simple side pocket.

Reinforced knees, seat and 
lower inner edge of legs 

(Cordura). 

Lower edge of legs with internal 
wedge, width regulation. 

Loops for clipping 
braces on.

Two zippered pockets and one 
additional zipped pocket on 

the thigh.

Reinforcement knees, back part 
and lower inner edge of the leg.

Lower edge of legs with internal 
wedge, width regulation.

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Fly with two  
two-way zips. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

design
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patrol tech

           anthracite /    petrol /       petrol /         black /          green / 
                 black               red              black            brown         greyblue

patrol

                 black /       greyblue /          grey /          petrol /         brown /     
                 black               black               black           greyblue          black   

material: weight: 481 g (L)

Abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
greyblue / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 395 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Knees, back: Abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Reinforcement: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
anthr. / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

We‘ve extended our long-standing favorite Patrol pants with this 
technical multifunctional variation. A markedly shaped cut with specially 
placed parts made from a light stretch material in the direction of 
movement offers wonderful comfort. A stronger material on the knees 
and seat provides greater resistance to fraying. The inner bottom edge 
of these pants is reinforced with a panel of wear-resistant fabric.

Practical, tough and durable trousers for the widest range of uses. Along with the 
trousers MOUNTAINER, over the long term these are the best selling DIRECTALPINE 
trousers and have the best customer rating. Strong, highly resilient and 
comfortable trousers with technical additions. The stretch material used ensures 
comfortable wear. The ideal universal trousers for the widest range of outdoor 
activities and regular wear. A great ratio of comfort, very long life and user value to 
price. Maximum value for a good price, trousers for many years. 

Two zipped pockets, 
one thigh and one back pocket. 

Simple ending of legs for easier 
adjustment, shortening. 

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Practical soft thigh pocket.

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Reinforced lining  
in the lower leg.

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Zippable side vents.

Fitted gusset 
for greater freedom 

of movement.

Long-term best-selling 
pants from the collection 

Direct Alpine. 
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beamtravel lady

               black /            black /               red                  petrol              petrol /
           anthracite          rose                                                                       rose               

material: weight: 303 g (M)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Knees, back: Abrasion resistant fabric
60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 375 g (L)

Lightweight fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
with quick drying finish - Moisture Managenent, UV 30+ 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

24

                  anthracite       tobacco           petrol

no chemistry
mechanical antimosquito

Practical and comfortable light traveller‘s trousers with legs that can be unfastened to make shorts, 
now improved with the possibility of unfastening the lower part along the side. An important detail  
for unfastening or fastening the bottom parts without the need to take off shoes. The customer buys 
2 kinds of trousers in 1 product. A simple, well-fitting cut with technical lines. Very pleasant stretch 
material with Quick Drying finish. It is based on our popular model Borneo, in this way we have 
expanded this range of best-sellers to include another model for the general outdoor public. A great 
solution for travelling, hiking, Nordic walking, also ideal as comfortable casual trousers for all-day 
regular wear.

These new, extremely practical Travel Lady pants will delight hikers and travelers alike.  
A combination of a light, breathable material supplemented by a strong, resistant fabric 
in critical areas, creates the perfect model for long trips and stays in the countryside, 
as well as for leisure-time wear. The detailed, finely-tuned cut fits perfectly and the 
attractive design is eye-catching. The easily-accessible thigh pockets are big enough 
for everything you will need. In short, they’re great pants for every woman. 

Attractive details emphasizing 
the feminine cut.

Anatomically shaped knee 
sections.

Waistband with loops  
for Direct Alpine belts.

Two main zip pockets, two 
roomy thigh pockets with flaps 
fastened with a pop-fastener, 
and one pleated back pocket.

Loose leg cuffs for easy 
shortening, made of an elastic 
material so they can be pulled 

over mountain boots.

Two front pockets. Two thigh 
zip pockets (front and rear),

Possibility of removing lower 
parts of legs.

Practical unzipping 
of sides  

of lower parts without 
taking off shoes.

Partially elasticated waist  
with loops for Direct Alpine 

belts.

Different colored zippers on 
the legs for easy distinguish 

between left and right.

Loose simple end of bottom
edge of legs.

Antimosquito – the mechanical 
properties and structure of the fabric 
help protect against stinging insects.
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beam lady sierra lady

material: weight: 330 g (M)

Lightweight fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
with quick drying finish - Moisture Managenent, UV 30+ 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 375 g (M)

Lightweight fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), DWR 
(PFOA free, ECO friendly), with quick drying finish - Moisture 
Managenent, UV 30+

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
anthracite: M-short, L-short, XL-short
red: M-short, L-short, XL-short

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

no chemistry
mechanical antimosquito

   anthracite           red            petrol / rose

no chemistry
mechanical antimosquito

   anthracite       tobacco      petrol / rose

25

Practical ladies’ trousers. An innovative, highly comfortable and universal cut with added small fashion 
details. Ideal for hot summer days, for all outdoor activities. The legs can be removed below the knee, 
possibility of shortening to ¾ length. The customer buys 2 kinds of trousers in 1 product. Very pleasant 
stretch material with Quick Drying finish. Along with the men‘s version BORNEO these are the best-selling 
DIRECT ALPINE summer trousers.

Light ladies‘ travel pants with practical detachable leg parts to convert them into shorts. 
Side zips enable the lower leg to be unzipped along the side and to allow the lower leg part 
to be attached or detached without having to take off your shoes. Customers get 2 pants in 1. 
Simple, with a well fitting cut, technically designed and attractive. Tried and tested through 
years of use, a very pleasant stretch material with Quick Drying treatment. A great choice 
for traveling, hiking, Nordic walking or ideal as leisure pants for regular all-day use.

Partially elasticated waist  
with loops for Directalpine 

belts.

Different colored zippers on 
the legs for easy distinguish 

between left and right.

Loose simple end of bottom
edge of legs.

Two front pockets, one 
thigh zip pocket and two 

rear pockets. 

Differing positioning  
of stretch parts  

for greater comfort. 

Possibility of removing  
lower parts of legs  

at ¾ length.  

Partially elasticated waist  
with loops for Directalpine 

belts.

Different colored zippers on 
the legs for easy distinguish 

between left and right.

Loose simple end of bottom
edge of legs.

Two front pockets. Two thigh 
zip pockets (front and rear),

Possibility of removing  
lower parts of legs.

Practical unzipping of sides 
of lower parts without taking 

off shoes.

Antimosquito – the mechanical 
properties and structure of the fabric 
help protect against stinging insects.

Antimosquito – the mechanical 
properties and structure of the fabric 
help protect against stinging insects.
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material: weight: 409 g (L)

Base: Lightweight fabric
94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), with 
quick drying finish - Moisture Managenent, UV 30+ 
Side panels, pockets: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

no chemistry
mechanical antimosquito

                 anthracite        petrol            tobacco /
                                                                    anthracite 

vulcan
These new, universal outdoor and travel pants offer the wearer lots of pockets. These are 
secured with zips for safety when carrying stuff. Thanks to a functional combination of 
two light, stretch, highly breathable materials, these pants fit perfectly and are extremely 
suitable for use in warmer weather. The material is very comfortable and quick drying. 
Thanks to the zip in the lower part of the leg they can be shortened to three-quarter 
length. So you get two pants for the price of one! They can be used for a wide variety of 
activities – hiking, travelling, nordic walking, and because of their attractive design they 
can also be worn for everyday casual wear. 

Waistband with a Direct Alpine 
belt.

A hybrid combination of two light 
and one highly breathable functional 

materials.

Different colored zips (to help 
distinguish the two leg sleeves) 

with a backing seam.

Loose leg endings for easy 
shortening.

Two main zip pockets, two zipped 
thigh pockets and two zipped back 

pockets.

Can be shortened to three-
quarter length. 

Anatomically shaped knee 
sections.

UV 30+

Antimosquito – the mechanical 
properties and structure of the fabric 
help protect against stinging insects.
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material: weight: 269 g (L)

Base: Lightweight fabric
94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), with 
quick drying finish - Moisture Managenent, UV 30+ 
Side panels, pockets: abrasion resistant fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 170 g (L)

Lightweight fabric 94 % PAD Full Dull + 6 % PUR, Wicking finish, 
UV 30+ 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

anthracite                        petrol

no chemistry
mechanical antimosquito

     anthracite                    petrol                      tobacco /
                                                                               anthracite 

vulcan short trip
These highly innovative shorts have zip openings in the sides. This is great, for example, 
on steep climbs, long mountain walks or hot summer days, when they provide maximum 
ventilation  and increased comfort for the wearer. Thanks to the comfortable leisure styling 
and the use of light functional elastic fibers they give free unrestricted movement. Ideal 
for all outdoor activities and for casual everyday wear in summer. These are also a great 
choice for bouldering, sports climbing or practice climbing outdoors or in a hall.

These new summer shorts in our collection are aimed particularly at hiking and traveling. 
The elasticated materials used are very comfortable, are good at wicking away sweat from 
the body and are quick drying. These shorts have a lot of pockets, all with zip fasteners to 
protect the things you’re carrying. They’re practical shorts which you will appreciate every 
day during hot weather.  

Flexible waistband  
with adjustable belt. 

Thin zip in the fly.

Two main zip pockets, zipped thigh 
pocket and one zipped back pocket.

Practical rear zip pocket. 

Quick-drying stretch 
material.

Waistband with a Direct Alpine belt.

A hybrid combination of two  
light and one highly 

breathable functional 
materials.

Free ending of edge of legs 
above the knee.

Zip opening of sides. 

UV 30+ UV 30+

Antimosquito – the mechanical 
properties and structure of the fabric 
help protect against stinging insects.

Zip opening of sides.

design

Attractive logo D.A. 
(rear)
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material: weight: 197 g (L)

Lightweight fabric 94 % PAD Full Dull + 6 % PUR, Wicking finish, 
UV 30+ 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

anthracite / blue                         petrol                                   

madeira
An attractive technical functional shirt with short sleeves. Ideal for travellers 
and regular everyday wear. Very popular model, universal design. Comfortable 
shirt for regular wear and light sports use ensuring the customer‘s comfort even 
on hot summer days.

Shoulders with comfortable 
functional polyester knitted 

fabric with moisture transport 
effect. 

Zip closing, practical zip pocket 
on breast. 

Quick-drying stretch material. 

Comfortable, close-fitting 
design. 

UV 30+
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material: weight: 135 g (L)

Lightweight (76 g/m2) 4 way stretch ripstop fabric 
86 % Nylon (PAD) + 14 % Spandex® (PUR), UV 30+ 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 81 g (M)

Lightweight (76 g/m2) 4 way stretch ripstop fabric 
86 % Nylon (PAD) + 14 % Spandex® (PUR), UV 30+ 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

     black / grey                                red                                       petrol           black / grey                               red                                   petrol

ray sandy lady
Gentleman‘s summer shirt with sport cut and short sleeves. Comfortable shirt 
for regular wear and light sports use ensuring the customer‘s comfort even 
on hot summer days.

Attractive ladies shirt made from a very comfortable, air-permeable, stretch material. 
It has a comfortable specially designed cut which, thanks to the elasticity of the material, 
is suitable for a wide spectrum of  customers. This model is ideal for normal everyday use 
and for outdoor activities, not only in the heat of summer but all year round.

Light, airy, hi-stretch material  
with a Spandex mix of fibers 
guaranteeing high comfort  

for the wearer.  

Comfortable, loose 
open cut.

Anatomical shaped cut 
with the front panel divided 

assymetricaly by contrasting 
stitching. 

Loose bottom edge.

Quick-drying 
material. 

UV 30+

Quick-drying material. 

UV 30+

The light, airy, highly stretchy 
material with admixture  

of Spandex guarantees great 
comfort during wear. 

Breast pocket.

Shaped, comfortable cut, 
asymmetrical division of front 
part by contrasting backstitch. 

Loose lower edge with vent.
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black / red     anthracite /           red                 petrol                rose
                               grey

material: weight: 290 g (M)

Abrasion resistant fabric:
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR. 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 230 g (M)

Abrasion resistant fabric:
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR.

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

 anthracite /              red                    petrol                   rose
      grey  

cortina lady cortina 3/4 lady
Ladies summer  ¾ trousers.  Very well designed, comfortably shaped cut.  
The functional stretch material ensures maximum comfort during all outdoor 
activities. Comfortable and practical three-quarter length trousers for universal use.

Women’s universal light trousers with an interesting tailored cut. Lighter functional 
stretch material. Comfortable practical trousers for a wide range of uses.

Partially elasticated waistband 
with belt loops for Direct Alpine 

belts. 
Two front pockets, one practical 

zip-pocket on the thigh. Two 
back zip-pockets.

Anatomical tailored cut 
with inserted side panels.

Simple ending of legs for easier 
adjustment, shortening.

Partially elasticated 
waistband with belt loops 

for Direct Alpine belts. 

Two front pockets, one practical 
zip-pocket on the thigh. One 

back zip-pocket.

Anatomical tailored cut 
with inserted side panels. 

Practical elastic adjustment 
of trouser legs. 
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material: weight: 150 g (M)

Abrasion resistant fabric:
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR.

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL 

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 167 g (M)

Abrasion resistant fabric:
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR. 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

anthracite /                     red                            petrol                            rose
    grey 

 black / red               anthracite                           red                             petrol                           rose

cortina short lady jasmin lady
Women’s universal light shorts with an interesting tailored cut. Lighter functional 
stretch material. Comfortable practical shorts for a wide range of uses.

Light, comfortable, leisure skirt for everyday regular wear and light outdoor 
activities.  Comfortable stretch material for maximum comfort of customer.

Partially elasticated waistband 
with belt loops for Direct Alpine 

belts. 

Two front pockets, one back 
zip-pocket. Anatomical tailored cut 

with inserted side panels 
and front division.

Simple finish of trouser leg 
bottoms.

Partially elasticated waistband 
with belt loops for Direct Alpine 

belts. 

Simple side 
pockets.

Adjustable bottom edge 
by elastic cord (one hand).

Regulation 
of length 

of front part. 

Functionally shaped lower edge 
with practical zip vent 

for improved leg movement.
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material: weight: 150 g (L)

100% cotton, 150 g/m2 sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

bosco

black - brand

petrol - pulse

black - pulse

gold - my friendblue - my friend

red - running free

An extremely comfortable T-shirt in a classic loose cut in attractive colors 
with printed outdoors motifs, emphasizing the image of every customer. 
A high-quality, airy cotton knit with a streaked effect. Ideal for sports 
or for everyday wear, particularly in the warm summer months.
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The products of the Climbing Serie are intended for 
rock climbers, climbers on artificial walls, boulderers, 
slackliners and all outdoor enthusiasts. 

We develop these models for rock climbing, training
and movement in the climbing environment in general. 

This casual yet highly functional clothing will appeal 
mainly to active users.  The design, with an emphasis 
on the climbing image, attractive details combined with 
modern colours and patterns, offers an interesting, 
modern range of products. 

Emotion, image, comfort and quality – these traits are 
typical for this series, which is intended for the dynamic 
climbing community.
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tacul gaia lady

material: weight: 343 g (L)

Base: abraision resistant elastic fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Side panels: functional fabric 100% PES, 190 g/m2

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 295 g (M)

Base: abraision resistant elastic fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Side panels: functional fabric 100% PES, 190 g/m2

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

34

     anthracite / black            red                          petrol                 rose / black                        anthracite /                  red /               petrol / black       green / petrol
                 black                    anthracite

Universal ladies outdoor jacket with a sophisticated anatomical cut and practical hood. 
Made from a comfortable stretch material with excellent mechanical resistance to 
ensure comfort and great protection from wind. A close-fitting cut, low weight and 
high breathability. A superb climbing jacket for longer alpine or Tatra walls and, at the 
same time, very usable for anykind of outdoor activity from cycling to hiking to winter 
cross-country skiing or running. Having been tested in a range of outdoor activities over 
a long period of time this jacket has 
received positive evaluations from 
all members of our test team.

Universal outdoor jacket with very well designed cut. Comfortable stretch 
material, sufficiently wind resistant and with good mechanical resilience. Close-
fitting cut, low weight. Highly permeable. Ideal protection for climbing and long 
trips. A great climbing jacket for the long rock faces of the Alps, Yosemite or 
anywhere, but can also be put to good use for any outdoor activity, from 
cycling and hiking to cross-country skiing or 
winter running.

cut, material

Pleasant shaped collar with 
simple, functional and practical 
hood which does not in any way 

restrict vision or movement. 

Anatomically 
shaped sleeves 
terminated with 

elastic hem. 

Two side zip pockets, one 
additional breast pocket. 

Extended back 
part. 

Adjustable bottom edge 
(using one hand).

Inner shaped elastic 
collar.

Practical hood which 
doesn‘t limit view or 

movement.

Anatomically 
shaped sleeves 
with elasticated 

cuffs.

Extended rear part.

Adjustable 
bottom edge 

(using one hand).

Two side zip pockets, 
one breast pocket.

Side panels 
made from a 
highly elastic 

breathable 
material. 

Possibility of easy packing into 
hood and attachment to harness or 

backpack.

Side panels 
made from a 
highly elastic 

breathable 
material. 

Reflective stitching on the 
breast and side pockets.
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kaiser kaiser 3/4

material: weight: 360 g (L)

Base: abraision resistant elastic fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Knee support: abrasion resistant fabric 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 255 g (L)

Base: abraision resistant elastic fabric
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Knee, back support: high strenght functional fabric
78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

 anthracite               red                   petrol

35

 anthracite                red                     petrol

Elasticated waist 
which can be adjusted 

by belt.

Simply designed fly, 
comfortable for use 

with harness.

Two zip-pockets on the front.

Great freedom of movement 
thanks to careful positioning 

of stretch panels.
Abrasion resistant yet 

elastic material at knees, 
leg hem and pocket rims.

Two zip-pockets 
on the front.

Great freedom of movement 
thanks to careful positioning 

of stretch panels.

Light protective sports trousers with a simple 
technical cut. Functional lightweight yet durable 
material with high permeability. Comfortable cut does 
not restrict movement: ideal for multi-pitch climbing, 
via-ferrata, as well as more demanding trekking. 

Light ¾ trousers with technical cut highly sought 
after by customers. Combination of functional 
materials. Comfortable cut not restricting movement, 
ideal for climbing, bouldering, trekking  
or other outdoor activities. 

Elasticated waist 
adjusted by draw 

string.

Panels made of 
firmer fabric on 
knees and seat. 

Shaped lower edge with 
comfortable loose ending.

Simply designed fly, 
comfortable for use 

with harness.
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civetta lady civetta 3/4 lady

material: weight: 300 g (M)

Base: Rip-stop elastic fabric 
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Knee support: abrasion resistant fabric 
59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 258 g (M)

Base: abrasion resistant elastic fabric 
85 % Nylon (PAD) + 15 % Spandex® (PUR), DWR
Saddle, back sides of legs: functional fabric
100% PES, 190 g/m2

Knee support: abrasion resistant fabric 
59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

36

anthracite               red                    petrol                rose  anthracite                  red                 rose / black        rose / rose

Ladies light protective sports trousers with a simple 
technical cut. Functional lightweight yet durable 
material with high permeability. Comfortable cut does 
not restrict movement: ideal for multi-pitch climbing, 
via-ferrata, as well as more demanding trekking. 

Ladies light, sports ¾ length pants with a technical cut. A combination of light 
functional materials for maximum comfort. An anatomically precise cut giving 
unlimited movement, particularly ideal for mountain activities, via ferrati or hard 
trekking. Also extremely usable for any kind of outdoor or sports activity, from 
cycling to hiking, in-line skating or running.

Elastic waistband with 
adjustable belt.

Two zip-pockets 
on the front.

Great freedom of 
movement thanks to 
careful positioning of 

stretch panels.

Abrasion resistant yet elastic 
material at knees, leg hem and 

pocket rims. 

Knees fitted with panels made 
from fray resistant fabric. 

Seat and bottom part of legs 
from a highly elastic and 

breathable material.

Elastic waistband with 
adjustable belt.

Two zip-pockets 
on the front.
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edge

material: weight: 465 g (L)

98 % cotton + 2 % elastane (PUR), 230 g/m2 sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

             anthracite            petrol                 green

37

edge lady

material: weight: 390 g (M)

98 % cotton + 2 % elastane (PUR), 230 g/m2 sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

          anthracite /    anthracite /        petrol / 
                gold                 green                  gold

Durable loose climbing trousers with a casual 
cut. Durable robust material. Suitable not only 
for climbing but also for everyday street wear.

Wide tough waistband with 
belt and wide loops for 

Direct Alpine belts.

Comfortable jeans 
pockets, 

jeans back pockets.

Crotch wedge for 
enhancing mobility.

Anatomic shaped knees, 
strengthened at the ankles.

Loose casual 
straight style.

Robust cloth with stone-washed 
effect, pre-shrunk.

Close-fitting climbing pants with 
an anatomical cut. Pleasant, lightly 
stretchable cotton material. Suitable not 
only for climbing but also for everyday 
street wear.

Adjustable waist with 
a strap and metal buckle.

Comfortable jeans style pockets 
plus an additional rear pocket.

Anatomically shaped knees.

Close-fitting cut.

Cotton canvas with Lycra, 
shrink-fit effect.
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zion

material: weight: 362 g (L)

Base: 100% linen, 174g/m2

Supplement: 96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk 
sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

                                       sand / black    sand / petrol

38

verdon

material: weight: 430 g (L)

Denim fabric: 98 % Cotton + 2 % Elastane (PUR) sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

denim

Loose climbing pants of casual cut made of unique material 
with prevailing linen yarn. Thanks to the cooling effect of linen 
are trousers suitable for all leisure activities, even during 
the hot summer days. Elastic waist and real saddle material 
ensures high wearing comfort. Great for hiking, trekking, sport 
climbing and bouldering, but also for civilian wear.

In the crotch wagered 
wedge for greater mobility.

Two pass-through 
deeper pockets. One rear 
pocket with closing, one 

additional thigh. Classic waist with 
flexible rear saddle 

which can be adjusted 
by belt.

Possibility of using 
classical Direct Alpine 

belt.

Shaped knees. 

Shaped loose cut of trousers 
with attractive contrast 

stitching.

A fastening tape below the 
knee allows these pants to be 

shortened to 3/4 length.

These much sought after, light ‘climbers’ denim pants are back in our collection. A perfectly 
fitting cut with a crotch insert for freer leg movement and high quality elasticated denim to 
guarantee truly high wearer comfort. And not just during climbing or bouldering! Thanks to 
their attractive design, interesting details and stylish contrast stitching with strong thread 
these pants are also suitable for hiking and everyday casual wear. 

Waistband with loops for 
Direct Alpine belts.

Two front, easily accessible 
pleated pockets, two back 
pockets and a telephone 

pocket on the thigh. 

Anatomically shaped 
knee sections.

Stylish stitching and 
contrast backstitching 

with strong thread.

Crotch insert to give 
freer leg movement.

Embroidered 
Direct Alpine logo 

on the back of 
the leg.

Loose leg endings for 
easy shortening.
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bishop

material: weight: 335 g (L)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), 
softened, shrunk 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

VERDON
denim

        black             green /         petrol /     blue / petr./        gold /
                                black               gold                gold               petrol

These new pants with a modern, progressive 
design are an extension to our ‘climbers’ 
range of pants. The use of a tried and tested, 
light, elasticated material together with 
a precise anatomical cut and significantly 
shaped knee parts provide the wearer 
with maximum comfort during any kind of 
outdoor activity. They are also suitable for 
climbing, bouldering, hiking and other sports 
in the countryside, and last but not least, for 
everyday leisurewear. 

Adjustable waist with a belt 
with a metal buckle and 

loops for Direct Alpine belts.

Two pleated pockets, one 
pleated back pocket. 

Loop for brush and 
chalk bag.

The leg endings can be secured 
with an elastic cord.

Anatomically shaped knee 
sections.

Embroidered
Direct Alpine logo on the 

back of the leg.
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boulder

material: weight: 287 g (L)

Base: 98 % cotton + 2 % elastane (PUR), 230g/m2

Saddle, pocket, back parts:
96 % cotton + 4 % elastane (PUR), softened, shrunk

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

40

         black             green /          petrol /    petrol / gold /
                                 black               black               black

New pants primarily designed for climbers and lovers of movement on 
vertical faces. Their construction combines our time-proven fabric for 
increased durability while, at the same time, ensuring comfort even 
during the most demanding climbing or extreme bouldering. A light, 
breathable stretch material forms the basis for these pants, reinforced 
with a stronger, more fray-resistant cloth on the 
thighs and knees. The wide elasticated waistband 
with minimal seams is comfortable even when 
wearing a climbing harness. Boulder are the 
ideal pants for movement on rocks, sporting 
and hall climbing, via ferrati and bouldering. 

Elasticated waist with wide 
elastic and minimum seams for 
comfortable use with a harness. 

A hybrid combination 
of a strong durable 

material with a light, 
breathable one.

Simple adjustment of 
leg length thanks to the 

laced ends.

Pleated side pockets with an inner 
loop for attaching keys.

Loop for chalk 
bag.
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joshua

material: weight: 335 g (L)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

        black /            green /          petrol /     blue / petr./  crazy mix          gold /
         blue                 black               gold                gold                                       petrol

joshua 3/4

material: weight: 250 g (L)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

  black / blue     green / black      petrol / gold  
   

The material tried and tested over the years in an attractive young 
design, to sum up universal and highly comfortable “climbing” 
trousers in a cool version. The well designed cut and high quality 
material with elastan ensures comfort of the user during any activity. 
Attractive asymmetric colour scheme with contrasting seams. Model 
for universal use and the broadest group of 
customers. Ideal bottom trousers, suitable for 
bouldering, sports climbing or everyday wear.

Adjustable waistband 
with strap and buckle 

complemented by loops for 
Direct Alpine belts.

Contrasting elastic stitching 
+ design details constitute 
an attractive casual style.

Shaped knees.

Practical fly, comfortable, 
elastic crotch wedge for 

enhancing mobility. 

Loop for 
chalk bag. 

Tried and tested material, a cool design, Do not restrict movement 
as a result of use of elasticated fabric. Loose, pleasant, casual 
cut. Ideal three-quarter length trousers for bouldering, sports 
climbing or everyday wear in the summer. Attractive colours with 
asymmetric panels complemented by printed design, striking 
contrasting stitching. 

The thigh and back parts 
stretch horizontally and 
the knee parts vertically, 
for maximum freedom of 

movement.

Simple, roomy pockets, two 
front, one additional and one 

secured rear.

Loop for chalk 
bag.

Flexible waist with 
drawstring adjustment.

Simple, roomy pockets, two 
front, one additional. Without fly for 

maximum comfort 
when using 

harness.

Elastic crotch wedge 
for enhancing 

mobility. 
The thigh and back parts 
stretch horizontally and 
the knee parts vertically, 
for maximum freedom of 

movement.

Shaped knees.
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yuka lady

material: weight: 315 g (M)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

   black / red       red / gold       petrol / red    green / gold   gold / petrol

material: weight: 270 g (M)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

yuka 3/4 lady

 black / red          red / gold          petrol / red       green / gold            

Leisure ladies’ trousers made of comfortable stretch material in a young, attractive 
design. To sum up, universal, very comfortable “climbing trousers“. Thanks to their 
well-designed, comfortable cut they are great for climbing or bouldering, and 
also for regular day-to-day wear. Attractive, asymmetrical colour scheme with 
contrasting seams highlights the outdoor image of each customer. 

Adjustable waistband 
with strap and buckle 

complemented by loops for 
Direct Alpine belts.

Simple, roomy pockets, two 
front, one additional and 

one secured rear.
Practical 

asymmetrical fly.

Elastic crotch 
wedge for 

enhancing mobility. 

The thigh and back parts 
stretch horizontally and 
the knee parts vertically, 

for maximum freedom 
of movement.

Shaped knees.

Loop for 
chalk bag. 

Contrasting elastic 
stitching + design details 
constitute an attractive 

casual style.

Ladies ¾  pants from a tried and tested stretch material in a fresh and attractive 
design. Universal  and very comfortable, not only “climbers” ¾ pants. Thanks to their 
specially developed comfortable cut these are excellent not only for all-year-round 
climbing and bouldering, but also for general everyday wear during summer. The 
attractive color composition with contrasting seams and color details underlines the 
outdoor image of each customer.

Comfortable, 
loose 3/4 length 

pants.

Practical 
asymmetrical fly.

Adjustable waistband 
with strap and buckle 

complemented by loops 
for Direct Alpine belts.

The thigh and back parts 
stretch horizontally and 
the knee parts vertically, 

for maximum freedom 
of movement.

Elastic crotch 
wedge for 

enhancing mobility. 

Shaped knees.

Simple, roomy 
pockets, two front, 
one additional and 
one secured rear.
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black - art

petrol - carabiners

black - carabiners

flash

cinnamon - tree

material: weight: 180 g (L)

94 % cotton + 6 % elastan (PUR), print 17 x 24 cm sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (SPORT FIT)

petrol - hard ice

T-shirt of a attractive fitting cut in fashionable colours 
with printed outdoors motives on the chest, quality 
knit fabric combined with Lycra.
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black petrol

material: weight: 62 g

Base: Lightweight fabric
94 % PAD Full Dull + 6 % PUR 
With Wicking finish. 
Inner sweatband: Coolmax Active
(100% PES)

sizes: uni

style: unisex

active

black - logo

material: weight: 30 g

100% PES microfibre (technical fibre) sizes: uni

style: unisex

petrol blue / green
(limited edition)

44

multi

Sports hat for physical activities. Light stretch highly permeable material. Coolmax hem, 
running along the inner front, for ever better moisture transport. High comfort ever in hot 
weather. Adjustable with elastic band.

Multifunctional scarf made from stretch polyester microfibers. 
The high elasticity of this material allows it to be used in many 
different ways – as a headband, neck scarf, sweatband, in 
summer under a helmet etc. etc. A great accessory to your outfit 
which will add to your comfort and protect you in inclement 
weather outdoors, in the mountains, hiking or cycling, It has an 
attractive printed design with the DIRECT ALPINE logo.
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black

aztek

black

material: weight: 40 g

100% PAD sizes: uni - 118 cm
2,5 cm width

style: unisex

material: weight: 106 g

100% PAD sizes: uni - 125 cm
3,8 cm width

style: unisex

material: weight: 70 g

97 % PES + 3 % elastan (PUR) sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex

belt basic belt

braces D.A.hook

material: weight: 100 g

70 % Polypropylene + 10 % PES + 20 % latex sizes: uni - 110 cm
4 cm width

style: unisex 45

black logo

black

Strong strap belt with woven motifs and strong metal buckle. Visually impressive strap belt with modern metal buckle and stamped design, 
suitable for travelling and everyday wear.

Adjustable braces intended for Direct Alpine trousers with integrated loops. 
The loops on the trousers are located in such a way that when wearing more 
than one layer you need only pass one pair of braces through all the loops.

Novelty! Flexible universal strap belt with elegant metal buckle.
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4wayTex®
4WAYTEX is a trademark of DIRECTALPINE company materials of sandwich 
construction, which individual layers, properly combined, ensure excellent product 
parametres. SOFTSHELL 4WAYTEX is focused for excellent permability of laminate 
along with maintaining low weight and sufficient wind and waterproofness.
Coolmax®

Coolmax® is a high tech fabric specifically and uniquely engineered to keep users 
dry and comfortable. Coolmax® fabrics are made from specially engineered polyester 
fibres from ADVANSA with an increased surface area. This special four-channel  
or six-channel fibre forms a transport system that pulls moisture away from the skin  
to the outer layer of the fabric.

Coolmax® All Season Technology
Coolmax® All Season Technology provides warmth and comfort without weight, 
even when wet. It’s the lightweight fabric that provides heavy-duty performance 
engineered hollow-core fibres that trap air for greater insulation. Coolmax® All 
Season T. is the perfect layering fabric because it’s comfortable and lightweight, 
allowing more freedom of movement.

Cordura®

CORDURA® fabric is durable, versatile and reliable. Constructed using high tenacity 
fiber technologies.

Dermizax™
Dermizax™ is a waterproof, windproof, and wicking membrane that is specially 
developed to provide protection against all kinds of weather while remaining as 
comfortable as possible. Dermizax™ membrane is a hydrophilic material that utilizes 
moving molecules, as opposed to most other membranes which have micropores. 
This offers a number of advantages and makes Dermizax™ shell clothing the very 
best on the market thanks to its high performance and superior durability.

Dynamic soft shell
2-3 layer laminate with excellent permeability. Material developed with particular 
focus von vapour-permeability along with low weight and sufficient wind and 
waterproofnes. Weight-light, flowing laminate with inner fleece insulating layer. 

DuPont Sorona – Espol
Sorona® renewably sourced fiber delivers superior performance benefits to 
sustainable clothing. Fabrics that use Sorona® are very soft, very strong and dry 
quickly. Sorona® helps fabrics stretch comfortably and retain their shape. Sorona® 
contains 37% annually renewable plant-based ingredients by weight.

Freshcool 
Freshcool combines 2 technologies into 1 textile. Outside protects the textile from 
water, dirt and stain. Inside moisture from the skin is absorbed and guickly transmit  
to the outside.

Gelanots
Soft and flexible with only thin PU membrane, but advanced in waterproof & 
windproof & breathability. Offering high level of comfort by its hydrophilic monolithic 
membrane (non porous). Eco – friendly non fluorinated fabric. Made by Toyota 
Tsusho (Japan).

Gelanots HB
A polyurethane hydrophilic monolitic membrane with extreme thinness (12 – 15 
micron). In addition to maintaining the basic features of waterproofness and 
windproofness, this membrane will keep you comfortable under wet and humid 
conditions through its high breathability up to 39.000 g/m2/24h in B1 testing. Eco – 
friendly non fluorinated fabric. Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan).

Hybrid system
The main aim of the Hybrid system is to find the balance (joining different kinds of 
materials) or optimal functionality of the product (“WWV” – waterproof, windproof, 
vapour permeability). It is often the case of joining membrane and non-membrane 
materials, completed with functional knitting to optimise the functionality.

Moisture management
Chemically modified polyamid fabric in which the fibres encourage moisture  
to transport moisture away from the skin to the garment‘s outer surface. 

Polartec® Power Dry®

Polartec® Power Dry® fabrics are designed to keep your skin dry when you sweat. Ideal  
for runners, skiers, and adventure travelers, all fabrics in this series feature a patented  
bi-component knit construction that uses different yarns on either side of the fabric. This 
creates two different surfaces: one that is optimized to move moisture away from the skin,  
the other to dry quickly.

Richter by Südwolle
100% merino wool made of best quality Sudwolle yarn. Thanks to its unique fibre structure 
has merino unique warmth, ani-bacterial ability and is odour resistant. Absorbed moisture 
becomes warmer very quickly so wet garment does not chill. All listed unique abilities makes 
Merino garments perfect choise for any outdoor activity.

Swing Cool
Soft and comfortable fabric, keeps cool and dry. Long lasting performance – wash after 
wash.

Tecnostretch
Pontetorto Tecnostretch, is ideal for base and mid layering. The component yarns make  
the face durable, whilst the polyester reverse has both insulation and wicking properties - 
added elastomer ensures a body hugging fit.

Nature top friendly
We designate DIRECT ALPINE products as “NATURE TOP FRIENDLY”. Development 
and production of materials and these products is implemented wholly in countries with 
maximum ecological standards. These are given by the high living standard and naturally 
by legislation. In practice it means that during the production or dyeing of fabrics all waste is 
ecologically liquidated and waste water is treated when it comes out of the factory. Nature 
Top Friendly clothing is manufactured exclusively in European countries from materials 
that also come from Europe, or from materials coming from developed countries with high 
environmental standards, such as Japan, South Korea or the USA. This minimises the 
ecological impact caused by shipping goods over long distances. Everything is done within 
European countries. If products are manufactured from recycled material or can be recycled 
easily, we also mark this on specific products.

Bluesign®
Textiles and accesories carrying the bluesign® approved label meet the strict safety 
and environmental requirements of the bluesign® criteria. These articles are made from 
bluesign® approved chemical products and raw materials and are produced in a resource 
conserving way with minimum impact on people and the environment.

NEVER OUT OF STOCK programme
Models which you can assume will always been in stock in standard sizes throughout  
the entire main sales season. Stock numbers are under constant monitoring, and if for non-
standard, unanticipated reasons one of the sizes is sold out, operative additional production 
is prepared with a delivery period of approximately one month from your order. After  
the season, in the period of any post-season sales, it is no longer possible to guarantee full 
availability.
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promo materials

sticker alpinist
(8 cm) 

sticker climber
(8 cm)

sticker skitour 
(8 cm)

sticker logo
(6 x 2,5 cm) 

door sticker „territory“ - big
(15 x 15 cm) 

flag 4 m 

cardboard screen
(50 x 100 cm)

flag 2 m lunghta flag

cardboard screen
(21 x 29 cm)

marker
EU

marker
CZ

Direct Alpine size chart
mens - jackets, pullovers

mens - pants

womens - jackets, pullovers

womens - pants

XS S M L XL XXL
40-42 44-46 48-50 52-54 56-58 60-62

Body height 168-174 172-178 176-182 180-186 184-190 188-192

Sleeve 73 76 79 82 85 88

Hip 93 96 100 104 108 112

Chest 89 92 96 100 104 108

XS S M L XL
34 - 36 38 - 40 42 - 44 46 - 48 50 - 52

Body height 157-163 161-167 165-171 169-175 173-179

Sleeve 68 71 74 77 80

Hip 93 96 100 104 108

Chest 88 91 95 99 103

XS S M L XL
34 - 36 38 - 40 42 - 44 46 - 48 50 - 52

Body height 157-163 161-167 165-171 169-175 173-179

Lenght inseam 77 80 83 86 89

Waist 67 70 74 78 82

Hip 93 96 100 104 108

Jeans size 26 28 29 31 32

      Version SHORT: Lenght inseam M -4cm, L -6cm, XL -8cm
      Tolerance +/- 1 cm

XS S M L XL XXL
40-42 44-46 48-50 52-54 56-58 60-62

Body height 168-174 172-178 176-182 180-186 184-190 188-192

Lenght inseam 79 81 84 87 90 92

Waist 75 78 82 86 90 94

Hip 93 96 100 104 108 112

Jeans size 30 31 32 34 35 37

       Version SHORT: Lenght inseam M/L -4 cm, XL -6 cm, XXL -8 cm
     Tolerance +/- 1 cm

S M L XL
Palm circuit 19 20,5 22 23,5gloves S M L

Head 40-50 47-55 55-65caps
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